Let’s protect our watersheds

Many unique species depend on our creeks and the Bay

Some things you can do:

骷髅头：
 Properly dispose hazardous waste: hhw.org, lbre.stanford.edu/pssistantford-recycling

水滴：
 Install a rain barrel and get a rebate: suwater.stanford.edu/rebates

茄子：
 Reduce pesticide/fertilizer use and practice Bay-Friendly gardening: southbaygreengardens.org/integrated-pest-management

志愿：
 Volunteer with the Stanford Conservation Program to restore the habitat: conservation.stanford.edu

徒步旅行者：
 Find the watershed you live in: explore.museumca.org/creeks

信息：
 Learn more about watershed protection at Stanford: suwater.stanford.edu/watershed-protection